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Qualified specialist personnel

IMAGE 1, Example walls FE1, FE3 and FE4

IMAGE 2, Connecting the wall panel with the upper and lower shelf

FROM R5040 ONWARDS (SHORT RAILS)

Two M8x15 adjusting screws  
+ 40x15x2 mounting plate  
+ 3.5x17 lens-head screws

Push the 
housing into  
the D15 hole

Insert the 
centre-wall bolts 
into the frontal 
D12 hole

SW5

FE4

FE1

Tighten the housing and centre-wall bolts 
using an SW5 grub screw

+/-

FE3

WALL PANEL ASSEMBLY 

FELINO
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IMAGE 3, Fitting the hanging fittings and end plate

Fitting the end plate for panels finishing at the top
(only if nothing else is to be assembled above the panel)

Fitting assembly, type „A“ (gray)
Upper wall panel with a curved section

Fitting assembly, type „B“ 
Centre & lower wall panel for further 
assy

Fitting assembly, type „C“ 
Centre and lower wall panel to finish

Use lower holes 

Use upper 
holes 

Use lower holes 

4 x Liko 3.5x35

4 x Liko 3,5x35

4 x Liko 3,5x35

Hexagonal nut

Spax countersunk 
screw 3.5x17

End plate

End plate

End plate

No end plate

No end plate



+/-
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IMAGE 4, Pre-installing lighting and supporting glass sides

IMAGE 5, Position and align the base element

Push the levelling gliders into
the intended holes and align the
cupboards

Upper panel light "LSP5"

SW14

Supporting side with 
cutout for panel 
connector
(only intended for panel
joints)

Fix the TV panel 
connector in the 
predrilled positions using 
four Euroscrews
6.3x 15

Fix the glass
bracket with 2x 
Liko 3,0x15 in 
the predrilled
positions

Stick 2 pcs of 
selfadhesive edge 
protection along the
glass edge

Caution: Important information about LED lighting: Only connect the lights to the safety transformers 
in accordance with EN 61558 (VDE 570) using 12-volt direct current (DC). The total power consumption 
of the connected lights (see type label) must not exceed the nominal transformer capacity.

Fix the retainer clips for the lighting in the
pre-drilled positions using the screws supplied.
Then clip in the lighting rail.

Use a self-adhesive cable clip to  
guide the cable if necessary

Position the glass support
sides as per the service card



1 2 Position drilling 
template
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IMAGE 6, Mark and drill wall rails

IMAGE 7, Wandschienen befestigen

The wall plugs supplied are suitable for the following sub-surfaces:  
Concrete, solid brick, ventilating brick, hollow concrete blocks.  
If there is a different subsurface, select an appropriate fixing material.

Mark the centre axis of the wall rail using
the drilling template

Position the drilling template along the centre axis 
at the top and bottom, central groove on the template 
= centre axis

Position and align the 
drilling template so it is 
flush with the outside 
edge of the base element

5.5x70 cylinderhead screw  
+ 8 mm wall plug

The distance between 
the hanging fittings
are taken from the 
wall panel

Mark centre axis

Dia.  
8 mm
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IMAGE 8, Hang and align the panels

Caution! Check from above that all  
hanging fittings are hanging in the wall 
rail.

Caution! Check from above that all 
hanging fittings are hanging in the  
wall rail.

+/-

+/-

After adjusting the hanging fittings,
insert the panel into the groove

At the end, slide the glass shelves into the milled 
cut-outs provided

Ensure a joint height 
of exactly 12 mm is 
maintained.
4-increment wall unit 
must fit in the niche.

+/-

+/-
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IMAGE 9, Position of wall rails for standard combinations

FE3

FE7, FE32FE2

FE4

Drill all wall 
rails with drilling 
template 7 Incr.

Drill all wall rails with drilling template 9 Incr.

Drill all wall 
rails with drilling 
template 3 Incr.


